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PROPERTIES OF MULTIPLE EVENT GAMMA RAY BURSTS

James C. Lochner

Space Astronomy ud Astrophysics Group, Los Alarnos National Lab, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

We present results from a study of 37 multiple event gamma ray bursts
found in the monitoring data of the PVO gamma ray burst detector. We define
these bursts as those which have two or more distinct emission events separated
by a return to the background intensity. Significant correlation exists between
the duration of the first event and the duration of the second event, while some
correlation exists between the hardness of the events and only weak correlation
exists in the intensity of the events. Although the time profiles of ever.ts in a
burst may be similiar, as measured in the phase portrait, there is no general
rule about the degree of similwity of the time profiles, Subdividing the data
according to the recurrence time, we find a tendency for the strength of the
correlation in the hardness to increase with decreasing separation between the
events.

INTRODUCTION

Multiple event gamma ray bursts have long been recognized as a subset of
classical gamma ray bursts. 1 In Figure la we show data from the PVO moni-
toring data for one such burst having 3 distinct events separated by quiescence,
This burst was also observed by the International Sun-Earth Explorer and the
Solar Maximum Mission.

We have studied th~ statistical properties of 37 multiple event bursts which
appear in the PVO monitoring data. These 37 bursts contribute 56 event pairs,
Wjtl ~ bursts contributing 2 pairs, 3 bursts contributing 3 pairs, and the event
of J .j 9, 1980 contributing 6 pairs. (The March 5, 1979 event and the soft
repe ~ters are purposely omitted from this study. ) This collection is only a
sam; le of multiple event bursts in the PVO data, and by no means represents a
complete SULvcy of these bursts in the data base. When possible, confirmation
of these bursts have been obtained from burst detectors on other satellites, and
times have been chcckcd against solar activity reported in the Solar-Geophysical
Data.

Through the study of these wrnts, one would like to determine whether
they are caused by a single event mechanism which is reset and goes off again, or
whether a distinct mechanism is responsible for these multiple event scquencm.
If th~ forrncr, then the dcgrcc of similarity of the events nmy indicate the cohcr-
encc or stability of the burst procww, Systmnfitic dissimilarity would indicntr an
ev(dtltion of the procmw, while co~nplcte dissimilarity wmlld il~dicatc incohcrcwce
or rnllflorllrl(’ss ill the initinl conditions of the process,

DEFINITIONS AND CORREJ.ATIONS
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Figure 1. a Time history of G13820301, according the monitorin
A fdata of PV . The dashed line indicates the back round intensity, b

The ph~e portrait for the 1st and 2nd events. $ ith a delay q of 39
s, M sh~wn, & = 0.84 and s = 2.1 X 10-0

events, At, is the time from the end of onc event to the be inning of the next
fevent, i.e., the time for which the intensity is below 2u. Thr Inrdncss, H, of the

cvcilt is the ratio of tr)tnlnet counts in the 0.2 - 2 McV bn.nd to the total net
collnts in the 0,1- 0.2 MrV lJnnd. with these dcfillitions, the typiud durntion of
rm cwmt in a our simnplc is 1 to 130 s, and the scparntion bctwccn events vmim
from onc to a fcw l~umlrcd seconds.

TCIqllantify the dcgrcc of similarity, w: h.nvc cmnplltcd c,mrcl:ltiolls mnong
variollq propmtim of the (!w!nts, sllch ns tlmr lntcusity, (Iltratmn, nn(i h:uxl;mss,
\\Tc lifivc nlsOIooluxl for lclatiollsllil)s 1)(’tw(’vll tlws~’ qll:mtitics nnd tlm wq)nration
I)rtwl!f’11 th(! (!vcllts.



Figure 2 illustrates the degree of correlation between the duration, hard-
ness, and total integrated intensity of the event pairs. For each we have com-
puted the Spe~~li~ rank correlation coefficient, R+, and its formal significance,
S, according to ths algorithms of Press et al.2 The correlation between the event
durations is particularly strong, with nearly equal number of pairs having the
first event longer than the second as having the fist event shorter than the sec-
ond, and 8 pairs having events of nearly equal duration. The correlation between
the hardness is moderately strong, with a tendency for the second event to be
softer than the first. The correlation between the total net intensities is weaker.
As a whole, there is no tendency toward having precursor events, i.e., the first
event being shorter ad fainter than the second event.

Among other correlations examined but not shown, the correlation in 1
vs T is stronger for the first event (R = 0.72, S = 8.8 x 10-*) than for the
second event (~ = 0.64, S = 1.6 x 10-6). Further, the correlation in ~2 vs At
is significant (~ = 0.60, S = 6,8 x 10-6) whereas the correlation in ~1 vs At
is only modestly so (~ = 0.37, S = 4.8 x 10-3). This seems to indicate that
the second events ‘knows’ ab~ut the presence of the fist but not vice versa. We
have found no correlation between the hardness and total intensity for either set
of events.

Examination of subsets of the data can reveal wherein the strength of a
correlation may lie. For example, most of the correlation in the event durations
comes from events lasting lcw than 20 s, which is also where 7 of the 8 equal
iength events lie. A more enlightening example of this is dividing the p,airs
according to the recurrence time, II = At/rl. III Table I we give the walues
for the cmrelations and their formal significance for event pairs having R s 1,
and R > 1. We note the overall tendency for quantities in the R < 1 subset
to bc more correlated. I’o discern the significance of such, we have estimated
the width of the distribution in R by taking 1000 randomly selected subsets
with the snmc number of pairs as the R ~ 1 and R > 1 subsets. In Table
I, these widths arc given as a val’ws, The dm~iutions in HI vs H2 from the
corrcltition for the total data set arc in cxccss of 10 expected deviation. This
indicates R tendency for the HI vs H2 correlation to incrc~c with decreasing
recurrence. Further, the strength of the correlation in r2 vs At appears to lie
in the 1? < 1 subset, with R, = 0.70, S = 3.0 x 10-s. It thus ap cars thnt

fevents occuring within the timcscn-le of the first event wc more inter epcndcnt,
cspecinlly spnctra,lly.
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Figure 2. Comparisons of total intensity, hardness, and duration for
the Ist and 2nd events. ‘I’he respective correlation coefficients and

their significance are given.



COMPARISON OF TIME PROFILES

The time profiles of the event pairs may best be compared through use of
the phase portrait, an example of which is shown in Fig. lb, The phaae portrait
depicts the autocorrelation function at delay q, but allows greater flexibility in
the analysis. For example, the trace in the portrait can reveal similarities in
scale invariant structure. Further, by eliminating points known to be in the
background intensity, events with dissimilar lengths can be compared. The
technique is limited by its demand for an adequate number of points in each
event. The portrait of the first two events in GB820301 (Fig. lb) is the most
correlated case we have come across thus far. Of 11 event pairs we have analyzed
in this manner, only 5 have S s 0.05. Thus, correlation in time profiles of the
events is not a general property of these bursts.

SUMMARY

Our investigation into these multiple event bursts does not yet permit
any firm conclusions, We only note that correlation coefficients and linear fits
may not always do justice to determining the existence of potentially complex
relationships. Further, the effects of the timing resolution and instrument sensi-
tivity must be properlv explored. Nonetheless, we reco nize this class of bursts

?as worthy of investigation, so that theories may proper y take account of them.
With these caveats, the fact that we have found some degree of correlation

in each of the quantities we have described here indicates some relation between
them. The differences in the strength of the correlation between rl vs At and
72 vs At, and between the R < 1 and R > 1 subsets may indicate that a single
rlechanism is being reset after not expending all of its energy, The events appenr
not to be completely independent.

I wish to thank P. Lee for the initial idea for this project. Also thanks to
J. Laros, E. Fenimore, and R,. Epstein for useful discussions.
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